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JUST RELEASED - BRAND NEW Web Site Traffic Promotion Marketing Software "Are You Tired of

Spending Countless of Tedious Hours Searching for a 'Quick n Easy' Way to Get Laser Sharp Targeted

Traffic to Your Site?" Get Your Website Indexed And Ranked Sky High & Super Fast... Boost Your

Search Engine Position Exponential Beyond Your Wildest Dreams... Which Results In A Massive

Stampede Of Laser Sharp Targeted Traffic... Best is, This Traffic Won't Cost You Even ONE Dime Even

Better, This Laster Targeted Traffic Is Hungry For Your Offers Now you can finally relax... AND... It's so

quick n easy... Read on! Get dozens & even hundreds of 1 way back links to your site easily With Page

Ranks Of PR4-PR5-PR6 and even PR7 and PR8 Testimonial - Hear what customers say WOW! I paid

$97 for a similiar product on a "special", and this is AT LEAST as good as the one I had to cough up big

bucks for! It's easy to use, and wickedly effective! I believe I'll quickly get some of my new sites planned

at the top of the search engines with my new "secret weapon"! Plus, it's affordable for the little guy just

getting started, which makes it a thumbs up from me! "The Guru Granny" Guru Granny & Associates

guru-granny.com/idevaffiliate From: Ray Man of JV -Marketers.com Date: September 2010 Hello fellow

marketer, Do you have the same problem as me? That same irritating issue every time and even every

day to get traffic going to your site(s)? All those countless hours looking & research for new ways to get

new tools, new methods, new techniques and tactics to drive traffic to your site? Traffic exchanges, FFA

pages, safelists, classifieds ads, submitting to search engines & directories, free advertising services,

heck, even paid services! However, they all provide you with a small traffic flow and generate only traffic

of poor quality. It only gets me frustrated again and again, drives me to do new research, buy new info

products and new tools only to get more disappointed again. It even gets me more frustrated when I read

the sales pages of all those big wealthy marketers, that seem to get all the traffic in the world that have

sales conversions of 40 and up and make zillions of dollars through that. Then I exploded....sick of it all i

took a rest and started to think. Testimonial - Hear what customers say Again We are Amazed What You

developed and for Such A Low Price. You're Always working with the Marketeer desires in MIND. Thanks

for this wonderful Product, the PR BackLinks Generator - A Trully Great Job Ton Boerkamp Netherlands

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=107869534


SynergyWorldwide synergyfitness.eu And then it came to me, like lightening! Listen carefully; what I am

going to share with you right here right now, will clear up your business sky and let the sun shine each

and every day and warm you up with a fuzzy feeling when you check your stats. it is not a total solution,

that does not exist, but it is one of the most effective and efficient ways to get the perfect flow of laser

targeted traffic, and best, all for free! Let me ask you a question? What is the worlds best kind of traffic?

Traffic that you try to pull or traffic that is searching for your products? Right, people that look & are

searching for your products offcourse :) And where does their search for your product start? Right again :)

Search engines! And I am not talking PPC here...no way...tests have shown that PPC is not the best way

to get traffic; search engine traffic first looks at the free results and then it will look over the paid results

which is most times clicked by teenagers. Free search engine traffic, targeted and hungry to buy your

solution! That is what we want, nothing to invest, nothing to buy, it just pours in redirected by the search

engines. "But, eh Ray.....do you know how hard it is to get good search engine positions?" I hear you

think.... Oh yeah, believe me, I do....as mentioned I have tried it all. Yes, a condition is that your site has

to rank high in the search engines. So how do search engines determine your position of your site in their

results, should actually be your question.... Lets simplify for a moment - let us just take google because it

is the most used and known search engine on this planet right now. Having a good position there will give

you the most wanted traffic ever, do you agree? The number 1 factor, that google uses to position your

site is PR - Page Rank! Probably most of you know what Page Rank is and how important this is, but for

people that do not know this, let me explain a bit. Page rank is an indicator of how many back links a site

has and of which quality those back links are. It is like link popularity but a bit extended. Google uses

complex formulas to calculate page ranks of sites. however how they calculate this is not important right

now. What is important to know are the following points: You can have the best keyword targeted web

site, totally optimized, but if you have a PR0 then a web site with PR1 or PR2 will be positioned higher

then yours, even if their web site is not optimized for that particular keyword. You need back links to

increase your page rank; the more sites link to yours, the more your page rank will increase. Sites with

higher page ranks will add more page rank to your page rank then sites with a lower page rank; so you

better have 3 sites link to you with PR7 then 25 with PR0 It is better to have one way links, web sites link

to you and you do NOT link to them, then two or three way link exchanges (you link to a site and they link

back). Because when you link to another site, you give a bit away of your page rank (it is like pouring in



each other s cup some PR). One way links really boost up your Page Rank! The more related your web

site is with the site that links to you the more Page Rank you get The higher your page rank the higher

you will be positioned in google. That is in short how page rank works and not only google uses it, most

well known search engines use this kind of rating. Page Rank; how popular is your web site by other web

sites (link to you) and how popular are those web sites So if you target a given keyword or string (2 or

more keywords) and you get a Page rank of lets say PR6, you probably end up on page 1 for google

search results if not even the number 1 position (offcourse the more competition for a keyword the harder

it will to get number 1 THAT IMPORTANT IS PAGE RANK FOR SEARCH ENGINE POSITION ! So, now

page rank is explained and the importance is shown... How can you get one-way back links, from other

sites with the highest possible Page Rank and a related theme to your keywords, to your site? And what

would really give you the edge? Like tens and even hundreds of one-way back links of PR4 and up so

you can even compete in a saturated and highly competitive market? Is there anything that can

accomplish that goal nowadays? The answer is YES! The just released PR Back Link Generator software

is ready to do all that for you, in just a few easy steps! It is my answer to all that irritating and anoying

poor qualified traffic and it really works.. and not just a tiny bit; PR BACKLINK GENERATOR IS REALLY

THE KIND OF POWERTOOL, EVERY MARKETER WANTS TO HAVE Testimonial - Hear what

customers say Thank you, thank you, thank you!!! The PR Backlinks Generator is a tool I have put to use

immediately. I have a brand new web site and was getting tired of searching for sites to post to and this

tool has made my task simple and to top it off it saves me a lot of time. Time = Money so this tool is

definetly worth much more than it is being sold for. Beth Pepper Business Plan Gold

businessplangold.com So, how does PR Back Links Generator work? PR Backlinks Generator is a

software that helps you find hundreds of WordPress blogs with high PageRank that matches the theme of

your website and lets you submit comments with links back to your website to them. In short, PR

Backlinks Generator software can bring you one way high PR backlinks to your site, that Google loves!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- PR BackLinks Generator Software: Finds

100's of blog sites that allow you to create a link from their site to yours, without asking a link back (one

way links) Finds related blog sites to the keywords that you target for your site's promotions, on any topic

Find blog sites from PR0 up to PR8 of which 100's are PR4 and up And is very user friendly and easy to

use.... Easy As A, B, C ... PR Backlinks Generator is so Quick and Easy to use. Simple as A, B, C. A)



Enter your keywords into the software and click the "start search" button B) The blogs that the software

has found, select only the ones whose page rank is above a certain figure. C) Click the load browser

button and the blogs that are found are loaded in the browsers, ready for you to enter your comment and

press submit. Because of the load browser power feature, you can check easily each blog and give each

comment a human touch, so that your comments will be found humanly natural and don't get deleted

because the owner think it are spam comments. That really gives the perfect finishing touch to PR

BackLinks Generator software; agree, it takes a bit of time, but the results are many times better and are

permanent! I just tested this amazing software and it finds hundreds of high PR wordpress blogs easily in

every niche you can possibly think of. To grab a copy today, is getting a time advantage before a

competitor does and gets his own copy. So the sooner you start, the better results you have. Testimonial

- Hear what customers say WOW! Thanks so much Ray, you've done it again.. with the brilliant PR Links

Generator. Was a little sceptical at first, but i could see how great this little tool was immediately! It gives

you very great laser targeted searches for sites with high PR that offer 1way links to my site and it really

finds plenty of those. It was good also to see it come with detailed video instructions too for newbies like

me! Im now hooked! Ha! Thanks again Ray, you deliver everytime! Helena cr8wealth4u cr8wealth4u.ws

Imagine 100's of one way links pointing to your site. Imagine what search engines will do when they

notice all those sites linking to your site; YOUR search engine position will shoot up sky high and leave

your competitors behind in the dust. Your sites will reach top positions in search engines and that means

traffic, traffic and again traffic, that pours in like a tropical rain the most sought-after and most-wanted

traffic there is! AND ALL THAT TRAFFIC IS FREE! Again; the sooner you start, the better the results will

be, so.. Don't Delay, Order Today ... So how much does PR Backlinks Generator software cost? The

answer is surprisingly little, and far less than the true value. This software has so much power that it

easily would sell for $297. But we will not go there; this should be available as well to the small business

owner. That is why we make it accessible for anyone for an affordable price of just $197 But for fast

movers we throw in a fresh-from-the-shelves launch discount.... ...we have created a very special

introductory price for the first 50 buyers with You can get immediate access to PR Backlinks Generator

software for just $47
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